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Introduction
On match days, referees will need to use COMET to carry out the following tasks:

- Editing the team line-ups submitted by the participating teams;

- Checking and amending (if necessary) the match events entered by the home
team, namely:

1. The goal scorers and time of each goal;
2. The substitutions and time of each substitution;

- Adding details of yellow and / or red cards issued to players and technical 
staff;

- Adding details of any gross misconduct incidents;

- Submitting the electronic match report; and

- Changing the status of a match in the event of a postponed or abandoned 
game. 

A referee can access COMET for his/her match day activities in three different 
ways:

- Via the COMET web version;
- Via the mComet app IOS version; and
- Via the mComet app Android version

This guide will show you how to carry out these activities using the mComet 
matchday app on an iphone.
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Submission of team line-ups

Both of the participating teams will need to select and submit their team line-ups 
electronically via COMET. 

Once both teams have submitted their team line-ups, both teams can see each other’s.

In the rare occurrence a team(s) is/are prevented from submitting their team line ups 
electronically through COMET (e.g. there is no WiFi or mobile signal), then the team(s) 
will need to complete handwritten team sheet(s) instead and hand into the referee.

Please note that the deadline for the submitting team sheets before kick-off (either 
electronically via COMET or handwritten), is determined by the relevant League’s 
rules. 

If a team has not been able to submit their team sheet via COMET prior to kick-off, 
then they WILL STILL BE REQUIRED TO DO SO as soon as possible after the 
match has finished when they have access to WiFi or mobile coverage.

If team sheets are submitted via COMET after the game has been played, the referee 
will need to check the electronic team sheet subsequently submitted via COMET 
agrees back to the handwritten team sheet submitted prior to kick-off. 

If there are any anomalies, then the referee should inform the League immediately.
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Editing a team line up after it
has been submitted

Once a team has selected and confirmed its line-up on COMET, they are then unable 
to make any further changes.

The referee can however, still make changes to the team line-up prior to kick off (e.g. 
if they need to replace a player who gets injured during the warm-up).

To remove/add a player from/to the starting line-up then:

- Firstly choose the relevant team; and
- Then swipe left on the player you want to remove from the starting line-up.
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To remove this player, click on the white circle icon with the blue background and 
the above message will appear.

Press OK to delete the player or CANCEL to exit this screen.

Once you click OK, the player is then removed from the team line-up.
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To choose the replacement player, click on + symbol in screen shot 1, followed 
by the player symbol on screen shot 2.

You can then add the relevant player.
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Editing, deleting and adding
match events

During a game, the home team is required to record details of the goal scorers (and the 
time of each goal) and the substitutions (and the time of each substitution).

When the game has finished, this information is then visible to the referee, who checks that 
the details entered are correct, then adds the details of any yellow cards, red cards and 
gross misconduct, before finally submitting the match report via COMET.

Once the referee has submitted the match report:

- the result is confirmed;
- the League tables are updated; and
- the disciplinary offences are allocated to the relevant player’s disciplinary history.

Referees are therefore requested to submit their match reports as soon as possible after 
the game has been played in order to ensure that the system is updated as soon as 
possible.

If the goal scorer and substitution details recorded on COMET are incorrect, then the 
referee will either need to amend the entry or alternatively delete the incorrect details and 
re-enter correct information:

- If the correct match event has been recorded against the correct player but the 
time entered is incorrect, then the referee will need to edit the time (Edit match 
event)

However, if:

- a match event has been recorded against the wrong player or
- the match event entered needs to be deleted;

then the referee will need to delete the incorrect entry and then re-enter the correct details 
(Delete and re-enter match event).
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Editing a match event

Let’s assume that the correct goal scorer has been entered on COMET but the 
time entered for the goal is incorrect.

To edit this match event, the referee will need to click on

- Firstly select the relevant team; and

- then click on the player who scored.
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Then once on the match event, swipe left as per screenshot 1 above.

Then choose the pencil icon to edit the time details as per screenshot 2 above.
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Manually scroll through the time to select the amended time and then click on the 
tick button, as per screenshot 1 above.

You can also add events that take place in stoppage time in the Stoppage box.
 
The new goal time is then recorded as per screenshot 2 above.
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Deleting an incorrect match entry and re-entering a
new match entry

Let’s assume that the goal scorer entered by the home team is incorrect. In this example, 
Example Player 3 is the incorrect goalscorer.

The referee will therefore need to:

- Firstly delete the incorrect entry; and
- Then enter the details of the correct goal scorer and time of the goal. 

To firstly delete the incorrect entry:

- click on the relevant player;
- swipe left on the match event screen; and
- Then choose the white circle in blue background icon.

The system will check whether you still wish to delete the entry. Click OK to delete or Cancel 
to exit the screen.
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Once you click on OK, the entry is then removed from the match, as shown above 
(No assigned events).

Now click on the arrow button in the top left hand corner to return to the main screen.

You would then follow the same process previously highlighted to input the correct 
details, namely:

1. Select the correct goal scorer from the list of players. In this example the 
correct goalscorer is Example Player 7 who scored on 65 minutes;

2. Then once on the correct player’s page, click on the + symbol;

3. Then choose the event type (in this case Goal); and

4. Scroll to select the correct time and then click on the tick icon.
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The new goal scorer and time are then recorded on COMET
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Adding yellow and/or red
cards

It is the referee’s responsibility to add details of the yellow and/or red cards issued 
to players and/or coaches.
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To record a yellow card issued to a player

To record a yellow card issued to a player:

- Firstly select the relevant player; and

- then click on +
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Choose Yellow card as the event type. 

Then enter:

- The time of the yellow card;

- Followed by the reason for the yellow card; and

- Then click on the tick icon in the top right hand corner.
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The yellow card is then recorded against the player.
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To record a red card issued to a player

To record a red card issued to a player:

- Firstly click on the player;

- then click on +; and

- Finally choose Red card as the event type.
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Then enter:

- The time of the red card;

- Then the reason for the red card;

- As it is a red card offence, you will also need to click on the description 
box to input a description of the offence; and

- Finally click the tick icon in top right and corner.
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The red card is then recorded against the player.
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Allocating red and yellow card offences against
coaches

This process is extremely similar to assigning cards to a player. 

To allocate a card to a coach then you need to:

- Select the relevant team;
- Then the relevant team official;
- Click on +;
- Select yellow or red card as the match event;
- Then enter the time of the offence;
- The reason for the card;
- A description if a red card offence; and
- Then finally click on the tick icon.

The card will then be assigned against the coach.
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Submitting a match report
The referee should submit his/her match report as soon as possible, once:

- Both teams have submitted their team line-ups on COMET;

- The home team has correctly recorded the goals scorers, time of goals,
 substitutions and times of each substitution;

- The referee has added details of the yellow and/or red cards; and

- The referee has entered any relevant misconduct information.

To submit a match report on the ios app, you begin by selecting the relevant match and
then you click on the calendar icon next to the word SCHEDULED, as shown above.
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You then choose the new match status which will either be:

- PLAYED: IF MATCH HAS BEEN COMPLETED

- POSTPONED: IF GAME DID NOT START

- CANCEL (ABANDONED): IF GAME DID NOT FINISH
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Guide Summary
You have now come to the end of this Matchday
activities user guide for the ios app

We have now covered every action you may need to carry out as a Match Official on the
COMET system on matchday using the mComet app - ios version.

- Editing a team line up after it has been submitted;

- Adding, amending and deleting match events;

- Assigning yellow and red cards and cases of misconduct;

- Changing the status of a match; and

- Submitting a match report.
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Thank you for reading this guide, you are now ready 
to manage matchday events on COMET

Should you have any further queries regarding the COMET system, please contact 
the FAW via comet@faw.co.uk for further system support.

Should you have a query related to your Match Official role, you will need to contact 
your relevant Area Association or FAW Referees Manager.

Best Wishes,

The FAW COMET Team
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